SWITZERLAND: WHERE IT ALL BEGAN... THIS IS THE TALE OF HOW THAT FAT CAT OF FEISTINESS BECAME NONE OTHER THAN...PROFESSOR GARFIELD!

WHILE VACATIONING IN SWITZERLAND (GARFIELD JUST LOVES THEIR CHEESE!), JON, GARFIELD, AND ODIE WASTE NO TIME IN SEEING THE SIGHTS...

WELCOME TO SWITZERLAND

BERN
HOME OF THE BIG CHEESE

IT'S OFF TO THE CITY OF BERN TO VISIT THE EINSTEIN HAUS, ER... HOUSE!

THE APARTMENT WHERE THE WORLD OF PHYSICS WAS CHANGED FOREVER WITH EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF RELATIVITY...E=MC²!

CHECK IT OUT...THEY TURNED ALBERT EINSTEIN'S OLD APARTMENT INTO A MUSEUM!

THE APARTMENT WHERE THE WORLD OF PHYSICS WAS CHANGED FOREVER WITH EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF RELATIVITY...E=MC²!

DO THEY HAVE A FOOD COURT?

E=MC²

JON AND THE BOYS HEAD OVER TO A ROPE-D OFF SECTION OF THE EXHIBIT FEATURING AN OLD DESK, CHAIR, EINSTEIN'S GLASSES...

...AND AN OLD BLACKBOARD...

...ON WHICH A NOW-FAMOUS FORMULA APPEARS TO BE SCRIBBLED!
After marveling for awhile, Jon, dumbstruck, and Opie, who’s just plain dumb, head off to another part of the museum...

But Garfield, the ever-curious cat, has other plans!

Maybe that’s a pizza recipe on the board...

But the formula makes no sense at all to Garfield.

Hrm...must be a recipe for health food.

$E=mc^2$

Disappointed, the fat cat leans against the blackboard...

...which turns out to be...

...a painful mistake!

$K=P$

But the board flips over...

$K=P$

$K=\text{equals } P$

$K=\text{equals } P$

$K=P$

Kennel equals prison?

AND Garfield sees another formula written on the back...
Absentmindedly, Garfield picks up the pair of glasses to ponder some more... "K=P"

But he is unprepared for what happens next!!

"Hmmm..."

But he is now transformed... ...

...into that mental giant...

Professor Garfield!

A-ha! K=P...

Knowledge equals power!!

Now, every time Garfield puts on the glasses, he turns into Professor Garfield, a brainy, zany cat with an insatiable appetite for learning!

Now, every time Garfield puts on the glasses, he turns into Professor Garfield, a brainy, zany cat with an insatiable appetite for learning!

EM = H + P - 1 + 1 = 2

1/R = R (1/n12 + 1/n22).

MC² = ☀️